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Abstract

We document that the durable goods sector is much more interest-sensitive than the nondurables

sector, and then investigate the implications of these sectoral differences for monetary policy. We

formulate a two-sector general equilibrium model that is calibrated both to match the sectoral

responses to a monetary shock derived from our empirical VAR and to imply an empirically realistic

degree of sectoral output volatility and comovement. While the social welfare function involves

sector-specific output gaps and inflation rates, the performance of the optimal policy rule can be

closely approximated by a simple rule that targets a weighted average of aggregate wage and price

inflation. In contrast, a rule that stabilizes a more narrow measure of final goods price inflation

performs poorly in terms of social welfare.
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1. Introduction

In past decades, macroeconomists were acutely aware of the extent to which monetary
policy can have disparate effects across the various sectors of the economy.1 Such
differences were particularly evident during the U.S. disinflationary episode of 1981–1982,
when high real interest rates induced dramatic declines in auto sales and residential
construction. Nevertheless, recent empirical research has mainly focused on the aggregate
effects of monetary policy shocks, while normative studies of policy rules have typically
utilized models consisting of a single productive sector.2

The objective of this paper is to assess the implications of sectoral heterogeneity for the
design of welfare-maximizing monetary policy rules. As a prelude to the normative
analysis, we document that the durable consumption goods sector is much more interest-
sensitive than the rest of the economy. In particular, we perform vector autoregression
(VAR) analysis of quarterly U.S. national accounts data, disaggregated into spending and
prices for our broad measure of consumer durables (which includes residential investment)
and for all other items. Using fairly standard identifying assumptions, we find that a
monetary policy innovation has a peak impact on consumer durables spending that is
several times larger than the impact on other expenditures.
We proceed to formulate a dynamic general equilibrium model with two sectors that

produce durable and nondurable consumption goods, respectively. The model incorpo-
rates nominal inertia in the form of fixed-duration staggered wage and price contracts in
each sector. The structural parameters are calibrated so that the each sector’s output
response to a monetary innovation roughly matches the VAR impulse response functions.
Using estimated time-series processes for each sector’s total factor productivity and for
government spending, the model also exhibits an empirically realistic degree of sectoral
output volatility and comovement. Following the seminal analysis of Rotemberg and
Woodford (1997), we obtain a quadratic approximation to the social welfare function, and
show that the deviation of welfare from its Pareto-optimal level depends on the variances
of sectoral output gaps and on the cross-sectional dispersion of wages and prices in each
sector. Finally, we characterize the properties of the optimal policy under commitment,
and compare its performance with simple rules that respond only to aggregate variables.
In this setting, sectoral heterogeneity presents a clear challenge to monetary policy: with

only a single instrument, the central bank cannot simultaneously stabilize the output gaps
of both sectors. We show that the optimal policy places a disproportionately large weight
on the durables sector (that is, relative to its small share in the economy); nevertheless, the
cross-sectional dispersion of wages and prices and the volatility of the output gap in the
durables sector are several times higher than in the nondurables sector and account for a
relatively large fraction of welfare deviations from the Pareto-optimal level.
In evaluating the performance of simple monetary policy rules, we find that strict price

inflation targeting induces relatively high volatility in sectoral output gaps—especially in
the durables sector—and hence performs very poorly in terms of social welfare. Given that
the welfare function involves sector-specific variables, one might expect to obtain relatively
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1Notable examples include Hamburger (1967), Parks (1974), Mishkin (1976), Gali (1993), and Baxter (1996).
2For example, Rotemberg and Woodford (1997) consider an economy with a continuum of producers that

manufacture differentiated nondurable goods; see also Goodfriend and King (1997), King and Wolman (1999),

Erceg et al. (2000), and Fuhrer (2000).
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poor welfare outcomes from any rule that responds solely to aggregate variables. In fact,
however, we find that the optimal policy is closely approximated by a simple rule that
targets an appropriately-weighted average of aggregate price and wage inflation; this rule
may be viewed as a generalized form of inflation targeting in which the underlying basket
includes an index of labor costs (Erceg et al., 2000; Mankiw and Reis, 2003).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents empirical
evidence on sectoral responses to monetary policy shocks. Section 3 outlines the dynamic
general equilibrium model, and Section 4 describes the solution method and parameter
calibration. Section 5 discusses the second-order approximation to the welfare function.
Section 6 examines characteristics of the optimal policy, and evaluates the performance of
alternative policy rules. Section 7 concludes.

2. Empirical evidence

A large literature has utilized identified VARs to measure the response of aggregate
output and prices to a monetary policy shock (cf. Sims, 1980; Christiano et al., 1999). Here
we follow this approach to investigate the extent to which a policy innovation has
differential effects on the consumer durables sector compared with other sectors of the
economy.3 In the two-sector model developed below, we will abstract from endogenous
capital accumulation and focus solely on the behavior of durable expenditures that
contribute directly to household utility; thus, we now proceed to disaggregate real GDP
into two types of expenditures: a chain-weighted index of consumer durables and
residential investment, and a chain-weighted composite of all other GDP components
(including business investment).4 Moreover, insofar as our analytic work will consider
sector-specific price dynamics, we also construct a chain-weighted price index for each type
of expenditure. We formulate a 6-variable VAR that includes the logarithms of these
expenditure variables and price indices, along with the logarithm of the IMF commodity
price index and the level of the federal funds rate. We use ordinary least squares to estimate
this VAR—with a lag order of 4—over the sample period 1980:1–2000:4.

To identify the impact of a monetary policy innovation, we obtain the Cholesky
decomposition of the VAR (using the variables in the same order as in the previous
paragraph) and then compute the impulse response functions (IRFs) to a one-standard-
deviation innovation to the federal funds rate. The approximate 95% confidence bands for
each IRF are constructed using 500 Monte Carlo replications.

As shown in Fig. 1, the monetary policy shock causes a decline in our broad measure of
consumer durables spending that is over three times as large as for the other GDP
components. In particular, this innovation generates an initial 60 basis point funds rate
increase that is gradually reversed over the next several quarters. Spending on consumer
durables exhibits a peak decline of about 0.7% in the third quarter following the shock,
while the maximum response of spending on other GDP components is only 0.2%. Given
that the latter category accounts for about 85% of nominal GDP on average over the
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3Christiano et al. (2001) and Angeloni et al. (2003) investigated the response of aggregate consumption and

investment to a monetary policy shock in a just-identified VAR framework, but did not specifically examine the

response of consumer durables and residential investment.
4These chain-weighted sectoral measures are constructed using the Tornqvist approximation discussed by

Whelan (2000).
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sample period, it is not surprising that the magnitude of its response is similar to that
obtained for total GDP in a typical 4-variable VAR that also includes the GDP deflator,
commodity prices and the short-term interest rate.5 It is also evident that the price decline
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Fig. 1. Empirical responses to monetary policy shock: durables vs. other GDP.

5For the purposes of sensitivity analysis, we have also estimated an 8-variable VAR that breaks the GDP

expenditure components and corresponding price indexes into three components. These include our broad

measure of consumer durables, total business investment, and the remainder of GDP. The point estimates of the

IRFs of our broad measure of consumer durables and of the residual expenditure components of GDP using this
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in each sector is much more gradual than the output decline, suggesting the importance of
short-run nominal inertia; interestingly, there is little evidence of a ‘‘price puzzle’’ in the
responses of these sectoral price indexes.

3. The model

Our model consists of two sectors that produce distinct types of output, namely, durable
and nondurable consumption goods. Labor and product markets in each sector exhibit
monopolistic competition, and sectoral wages and prices are determined by staggered four-
quarter nominal contracts. Each sector has a fixed capital stock. Each household has two
types of workers that are permanently tied to their respective productive sectors.
Household preferences are separable both in the consumption of the two goods and in
work effort supplied to the two sectors. As discussed below, these assumptions enable us to
obtain a relatively simple expression for social welfare that can be decomposed into
distinct components corresponding to each of the two sectors.

3.1. Firms and price setting

Henceforth we use the subscript m to refer to the sector that produces durable goods
(‘‘manufacturing’’), while the subscript s refers to the sector that produces nondurables
(‘‘services’’). Within each sector, a continuum of monopolistically competitive firms
(indexed on the unit interval) fabricate differentiated products Y jtðf Þ for j 2 fm; sg and
f 2 ½0; 1�. Because households have identical Dixit–Stiglitz preferences, it is convenient to
assume that a representative aggregator combines the differentiated products of each
sector into a single sectoral output index Y jt:

Y jt ¼

Z 1

0

Y jtðf Þ
1=ð1þypj Þ df

� �1þypj

, (1)

where ypj40. The aggregator chooses the bundle of goods that minimizes the cost of
fabricating a given quantity of the sectoral output index Y jt, taking the price Pjtðf Þ of
each good Y jtðf Þ as given. The aggregator sells units of each sectoral output index at its
unit cost Pjt:

Pjt ¼

Z 1

0

Pjtðf Þ
�1=ypj df

� ��ypj

. (2)

It is natural to interpret Pjt as the sectoral price index. The aggregate price index Pt (also
referred to as the GDP price deflator) is simply defined as

Pt ¼ P
cm
mt P

1�cm
st , (3)

where cm is the steady-state output share of the manufacturing sector.
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latter breakdown turn out to be very similar to the responses shown in Fig. 1; however, the confidence bands are

noticeably wider.
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The aggregator’s demand for each good Y jtðf Þ—or equivalently total household and
government demand for this good—is given by

Y jtðf Þ ¼
Pjtðf Þ

Pjt

� ��ð1þypj Þ=ypj

Y jt (4)

for j 2 fm; sg and f 2 ½0; 1�.
Each differentiated good is produced by a single firm that hires capital services Kjtðf Þ

and a labor index Ljtðf Þ defined below. All firms within each sector face the same
Cobb–Douglas production function, with an identical level of total factor productivity Ajt:

Y jtðf Þ ¼ AjtKjtðf Þ
aj Ljtðf Þ

1�aj . (5)

Capital and labor are perfectly mobile across the firms within each sector, but cannot be
moved between sectors. Furthermore, each sector’s total capital stock is fixed at K̄j . Each
firm chooses Kjtðf Þ and Ljtðf Þ, taking as given the sectoral rental price of capital Pk

jt and the
sectoral wage index W jt defined below. The standard static first-order conditions for cost
minimization imply that all firms within each sector have identical marginal costs per unit
of output (MCjt).
We assume that the prices of intermediate goods are determined by staggered nominal

contracts of fixed duration (as in Taylor, 1980). Each price contract lasts four quarters, and
one-fourth of the firms in each sector reset their prices in a given period. Whenever the firm
is not allowed to reset its contract, the firm’s price is automatically increased at the
unconditional mean rate of gross inflation, P. Thus, if firm f in sector j has not adjusted its
contract price since period t, then its price i periods later is given by Pj;tþiðf Þ ¼ Pjtðf ÞPi.
When a firm is allowed to reset its price in period t, the firm maximizes the following

profit functional with respect to its contract price, Pjtðf Þ:

Et

X3
i¼0

ct;tþiðð1þ tpjÞPiPjtðf ÞY j;tþiðf Þ �MCj;tþiY j;tþiðf ÞÞ. (6)

The operator Et represents the conditional expectation based on information through
period t. The firm discounts profits received at date tþ i by the state-contingent discount
factor ct;tþi (for notational simplicity, we have suppressed state indices from this
expression). The firm’s output is subsidized at a fixed rate tpj that is set to eliminate the
monopolistic distortion in each sector; that is, tpj ¼ ypj for j 2 fm; sg. Thus, in the steady
state of the model, prices are equated to marginal cost in each sector, or equivalently, the
sectoral marginal product of labor is equal to the sectoral real wage, as in a perfectly
competitive economy.

3.2. Households and wage setting

We assume that there is a continuum of households indexed on the unit interval, and
that each household supplies differentiated labor services. Within every household, a fixed
number of members nm work exclusively in the manufacturing sector, while the remaining
ns members work exclusively in the service sector. Each member of a given household
h 2 ½0; 1� who works in a given sector j 2 fm; sg has the same wage rate W jtðhÞ and supplies
the same number of hours NjtðhÞ. As in the firm’s problem described above, it is convenient
to assume that a representative labor aggregator (or ‘‘employment agency’’) combines

ARTICLE IN PRESS
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individual labor hours into a sectoral labor index Ljt using the same proportions that firms
would choose:

Ljt ¼ nj

Z 1

0

NjtðhÞ
1=ð1þywj Þ dh

� �1þywj

, (7)

where ywj40. The aggregator minimizes the cost of producing a given amount of the
aggregate labor index, taking the wage rate W jtðhÞ for each household member as given,
and then sells units of the labor index to the production sector at unit cost W jt:

W jt ¼

Z 1

0

W jtðhÞ
�1=ywj dh

� ��ywj

. (8)

It is natural to interpret W jt as the sectoral wage index. The aggregator’s demand for the
labor hours of household h—or equivalently, the total demand for this household’s labor
by all goods-producing firms—is given by

njNjtðhÞ ¼
W jtðhÞ

W jt

� ��ð1þywj Þ=ywj

Ljt. (9)

In each period, the household purchases Y mtðhÞ units of durable goods at price Pmt, and
CtðhÞ units of nondurable goods (or services) at price Pst. To generate a source of demand
for money, we assume that nondurables must be purchased using cash balances, while
durable goods can be purchased using credit. The household’s stock of durable goods
DtðhÞ evolves as follows:

Dtþ1ðhÞ ¼ ð1� dÞDtðhÞ þ Y mtðhÞ, (10)

where the depreciation rate d satisfies the condition 0odp1.
The household’s expected lifetime utility is given by

Et

X1
i¼0

biWtþiðhÞ. (11)

The operator Et here represents the conditional expectation over all states of nature, and
the discount factor b satisfies 0obo1. The period household utility function WtðhÞ is
additively separable with respect to the household’s durables stock DtðhÞ, its consumption
of nondurables CtðhÞ, the leisure of each household member, and the household’s nominal
money balances MtðhÞ deflated by the price index of nondurables Pst:

WtðhÞ ¼ Uð eDtðhÞÞ þ SðCtðhÞÞ þVðNmtðhÞÞ þ ZðNstðhÞÞ þM
MtðhÞ

Pst

� �
. (12)

In particular, the household receives period utility Uð eDtðhÞÞ from its current durables stock
net of adjustment costs, eDtðhÞ:

Uð eDtðhÞÞ ¼
sm0
½ eDtðhÞ�

1�sm

1� sm

, (13)

where

eDtðhÞ ¼ DtðhÞ � 0:5f
ðY mtðhÞ � dDtðhÞÞ

2

DtðhÞ
(14)
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and the parameters sm0
40, sm40 and fX0. The remaining components of period utility

are given as follows:

SðCtðhÞÞ ¼
½CtðhÞ�

1�ss

1� ss

, (15)

VðNmtðhÞÞ ¼ vm

½1�NmtðhÞ�
1�wm

1� wm

, (16)

ZðNstðhÞÞ ¼ vs

½1�NstðhÞ�
1�ws

1� ws

, (17)

M
MtðhÞ

Pst

� �
¼

m0
1� m

MtðhÞ

Pst

� �1�m

, (18)

where the parameters ss, wm, ws, m, and m0 are all strictly positive.
Household h’s budget constraint in period t states that consumption expenditures plus

asset accumulation must equal disposable income:

PmtY mtðhÞ þ PstCtðhÞ þMtþ1ðhÞ �MtðhÞ þ

Z
gt;tþ1Btþ1ðhÞ � BtðhÞ

¼ nmð1þ twmÞW mtðhÞNmtðhÞ þ nsð1þ twsÞW stðhÞNstðhÞ þ GmtðhÞ þ GstðhÞ � TtðhÞ.

ð19Þ

Financial asset accumulation consists of increases in money holdings and the net
acquisition of state-contingent claims. The state price gt;tþ1 represents the price of an asset
that will pay one unit of currency in a particular state of nature in the subsequent period,
while Btþ1ðhÞ represents the quantity of such claims purchased by the household at time t.
Total expenditure on new state-contingent claims is given by integrating over all states at
time tþ 1, while BtðhÞ indicates the value of the household’s existing claims given the
realized state of nature. Disposable income consists of the sum of wage income (which is
subsidized at a fixed rate twj in each sector) and an aliquot share GjtðhÞ of each sector’s
profits and rental income, minus a lump-sum tax TtðhÞ that is paid to the government.
Each household h maximizes its expected lifetime utility with respect to its consumption

of services, purchases of durables, holdings of money, and its holdings of contingent
claims, subject to its budget constraint, Eq. (19). Moreover, nominal wage rates in each
sector are determined by staggered four quarter wage contracts that are similar in form to
the price contracts discussed earlier. During the quarter in which the household
renegotiates its labor contract, it chooses its wage rate in each sector to maximize its
expected lifetime utility over the contract life, subject to the demand for its labor in each
sector, Eq. (9), and its budget constraint. Whenever the household is not allowed to reset
the wage contract, the wage rate is automatically increased at the unconditional mean rate
of gross inflation, P. We assume that employment is subsidized to eliminate the
monopolistic distortion in each sector; that is, twj ¼ ywj for j 2 fm; sg. Thus, the steady
state of the model satisfies the efficiency condition that the marginal rate of substitution in
each sector equals the real wage, as in a perfectly competitive economy.

ARTICLE IN PRESS
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3.3. Fiscal and monetary policy

The government’s budget is balanced every period, so that total lump-sum taxes plus
seignorage revenue is equal to output and labor subsidies plus the cost of government
purchases:

Mt �Mt�1 þ

Z 1

0

TtðhÞdh ¼

Z 1

0

tmPmtðf ÞY mtðf Þdf

þ

Z 1

0

tsPstðf ÞY stðf Þdf þ

Z 1

0

twmW mtðhÞnmNmtðhÞdh

þ

Z 1

0

twsW stðhÞnSNstðhÞdhþ PstGt, ð20Þ

where Gt indicates real government purchases from the service sector. Finally, the total
output of the service sector is subject to the following resource constraint:

Y st ¼ Ct þ Gt. (21)

We assume that the short-term nominal interest rate is used as the instrument of
monetary policy, and that the policymaker is able to commit to a time-invariant rule. We
consider alternative specifications of the monetary policy rule in our analysis, including
both rules that can be regarded as reasonable characterizations of recent historical
experience and rules derived from maximizing a social welfare function.

4. Solution and calibration

To analyze the behavior of the model, we log-linearize the model’s equations around the
non-stochastic steady state. Nominal variables, such as the contract price and wage, are
rendered stationary by suitable transformations. We then compute the reduced-form
solution of the model for a given set of parameters using the numerical algorithm of
Anderson and Moore (1985), which provides an efficient implementation of the solution
method proposed by Blanchard and Kahn (1980).

4.1. Parameters of private sector behavioral equations

The model is calibrated at a quarterly frequency. Thus, we assume that the discount
factor b ¼ 0:993, consistent with a steady-state annualized real interest rate r of about 3%.
We assume that the preference parameters sm ¼ ss ¼ 2, implying that preferences over
both durables and nondurables exhibit a somewhat lower intertemporal substitution
elasticity than the logarithmic case; these settings for the preference parameters are well
within the range typically estimated in the empirical literature. The leisure preference
parameters wm ¼ ws ¼ 3.6 The capital share parameters am ¼ as ¼ 0:3. The quarterly
depreciation rate of the durables stock d ¼ 0:025, implying an annual depreciation rate of
10%. This choice reflects that the durables sector in our model includes both consumer
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6We scale the level of capital to hours worked in each sector so that the ratio of hours worked to leisure equals 1
2

in the steady state in each sector. We choose the scaling parameter in the subutility function for durables sm0
so

that the relative price of durables in terms of nondurables is equal to unity in the steady state.
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durables and residential investment, which have annual depreciation rates of about 20%
and 3%, respectively, and that the expenditure share of consumer durables in the
composite is about two-thirds. The sectoral price and wage markup parameters
yPs ¼ yWs ¼ yPm ¼ yWm ¼ 0:3. As noted above, price and wage contracts in each sector
are specified to last four quarters. The share of the durables sector in both output and
employment cm is set equal to 0.125, implying that the share of services cs ¼ 0:875 (this
determines the employment size parameters ns and nm in the subutility functions for
leisure). The share of government spending in nondurables production (Ss

GÞ is set to 0.18,
implying that the government share of total output is about 16%. Finally, we set the cost
of adjusting the stock of durables parameter f ¼ 600 in order to match the magnitude of
the response of durable goods output to a monetary innovation.

4.2. Monetary policy rule

In our baseline specification, we assume that the central bank adjusts the short-term
nominal interest rate in response to the four-quarter average inflation rate and to the
current and lagged output gaps:

it ¼ giit�1 þ gpp
ð4Þ
t þ gy;1gt þ gy;2gt�1 þ et, (22)

where the four-quarter average inflation rate pð4Þt ¼
1
4

P3
j¼0 pt�j, gt is the aggregate output

gap, and et is a monetary policy innovation; note that constant terms involving the
inflation target and steady-state real interest rate are suppressed for simplicity. Orphanides
and Wieland (1998) found that this specification provided a good in-sample fit to U.S. data
over the 1980:1–1996:4 sample period, and obtained the following parameter estimates:
gi ¼ 0:795, gp ¼ 0:625, gy;1 ¼ 1:17, gy;2 ¼ �0:97, and stdðetÞ ¼ 0:0035.

4.3. Evolution of real shocks

In addition to the monetary policy innovation, our model includes three exogenous
stochastic variables: total factor productivity in the production of durables (Amt), total
factor productivity in nondurables (Ast), and government spending on nondurables (Gt).
These three exogenous variables are assumed to follow a trivariate first-order VAR:

Amt

Ast

Gt

264
375 ¼ rm 0 0

0 rs 0

0 0 rG

264
375 Amt�1

Ast�1

Gt�1

264
375þ emt

est

eGt

264
375, (23)

where the innovations are assumed to be i.i.d. with contemporaneous covariance matrix S.
While we allow for innovations to sectoral productivity to be correlated contempor-
aneously, government spending innovations and monetary innovations are assumed to be
uncorrelated both with each other, and with the innovations to productivity. Accordingly,
we estimate a univariate first-order autoregression for government spending over the
1980:1–2000:4 sample period (the shorter sample period used in our VAR estimation in
Section 2), and find that rG ¼ 0:92; and stdðeGtÞ ¼ 0:031.7 Next, we estimate the
parameters of the bivariate technology shock process using the method of moments.
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In particular, we choose the five parameters determining the persistence, variance, and
covariance of the technology shocks so that our model’s implications for the standard
deviation of sectoral outputs, their first-order autocorrelation, and their contemporaneous
correlation are exactly consistent with the corresponding sample moments. Our moment-
matching procedure takes as given the other structural parameters of our model, including
the standard deviation of the monetary innovation, and the estimated process for
government spending. In estimating the sample moments, we employ the same data
utilized in estimating the VAR associated with Fig. 1.8 Our procedure yield estimates of
rs ¼ 0:87, rm ¼ 0:90, stdðestÞ ¼ 0:0096, stdðemtÞ ¼ 0:0360, and corrðemt; estÞ ¼ 0:29.

5. The welfare function

To provide a normative assessment of alternative monetary policy choices, we measure
social welfare as the conditional expectation of average household lifetime utility:

SW 0 ¼ E0

Z 1

0

X1
i¼0

btWtðhÞ

" #
dh. (24)

We follow the seminal analysis of Rotemberg and Woodford (1997) in deriving the second-
order approximation to the social welfare function and computing its deviation from the
welfare of the Pareto-optimal equilibrium under flexible wages and prices. For a heuristic
description of the welfare function, it is helpful to recall from Eq. (12) that the period
household utility function WtðhÞ is composed of the following additively separable
components: two terms involving the nondurables sector (SðCtðhÞÞ and ZðNstðhÞÞ); two
terms involving the durables sector (Uð eDtðhÞÞ and VðNmtðhÞÞ); and one term that depends
on real money balances ðMðMtðhÞ=PstÞÞ. The terms associated with the nondurables sector
can be expressed in essentially the same form as obtained by Erceg et al. (2000); that is, this
component of welfare depends on the variance of the sectoral output gap9 and on the
magnitude of cross-sectional dispersion in prices and wages in this sector. As shown in the
technical appendix to this paper, approximating the components of welfare associated with
the durables sector yields parallel expressions involving the variance of the sectoral output
gap and the cross-sectional dispersion of wages and prices in that sector, as well as some
additional terms (arising from the durability of output and from quadratic adjustment
costs) that make relatively minor contributions to the welfare results reported below.10

Finally, we assume that the preference parameter m0 is arbitrarily small, enabling us to
abstract from the welfare implications of fluctuations in real money balances.

While the key terms in the welfare function are roughly analogous to those obtained
from a one-sector model, it should be noted that our assumption of fixed-duration
(‘‘Taylor-style’’) contracts has important implications for the welfare costs of inflation
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8Thus, ‘‘durables’’ is measured as a chain-weighted composite of consumer durables and residential investment,

‘‘nondurables’’ as other expenditure components of GDP, and the sample period is 1980:1–2000:4. After removing

a log-linear trend, we found the quarterly standard deviation of nondurables to be 1.61%, of durables 8.69%, the

autocorrelation of nondurables 0.88, of durables 0.92, and the contemporaneous correlation 0.40.
9The output gap in each sector is defined as the difference between output in that sector and the level of output

that would prevail in the case of fully flexible prices and wages.
10The technical appendix accompanies Erceg and Levin (2005), and is available on the Federal Reserve Board’s

website. Our derivation requires solving out for linear terms in the welfare function by taking a quadratic

approximation of the relevant behavioral equation, as in Benigno and Woodford (2005).
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volatility.11 Under the commonly used specification of random-duration contracts, as in
Calvo (1983) and Yun (1996), some contracts remain unchanged over long stretches of
time, even if the average contract duration is relatively short; thus, fluctuations in
aggregate inflation tend to have highly persistent effects on cross-sectional dispersion, so
that the welfare cost of wage and price inflation volatility (expressed at a quarterly rate) are
at least an order of magnitude greater than the welfare cost of output gap volatility (cf.
Rotemberg and Woodford, 1997; Erceg et al., 2000). In contrast, fixed-duration contracts
induce much less persistence of cross-sectional dispersion, and hence imply that the welfare
cost of relative price and wage dispersion is roughly comparable in magnitude to the costs
of output gap volatility. For example, using our baseline calibration with Taylor-style
contracts, the weights on the relative price and wage dispersion terms in the nondurables
component of the welfare function are 0.86 and 4.54, respectively, when expressed as a
ratio to the weight on the output gap term. By contrast, using the same calibration except
with Calvo-style contracts (with a mean duration of four quarters), the relative weights are
10.4 and 54.5, respectively.

6. Results

We begin by illustrating the implications of durable goods and nominal rigidities at the
sectoral level for the stabilization problem faced by the monetary authority. Specifically,
we compare the effects of two different real shocks under the full-commitment optimal
policy in our benchmark model with the case in which all prices and wages are fully flexible
(the full-commitment optimal policy maximizes the conditional expectation of average
household utility subject to the private sector’s behavioral equations and resource
constraints). Our analysis provides intuition for why the output of the durables sector is
relatively volatile even under the optimal policy, and shows how the inclusion of durables
affects the interest rate response to the real shocks. Moreover, given that sectoral output
gap volatility is a key determinant of welfare (even if not exclusive), this graphical analysis
is instrumental in understanding the subsequent section that examines welfare under the
optimal rule and some simple alternatives.

6.1. Tradeoffs under the optimal policy

The dotted lines in Fig. 2 show the effects of a positive one standard deviation
innovation to (total factor) productivity in the nondurables sector in the special case in
which both sectoral prices and wages are fully flexible (which we refer to below as the
‘‘flexible price’’ equilibrium). The shock induces an immediate rise in nondurables output
(upper right panel), and corresponding fall in the real interest rate measured in units of the
nondurable good (lower left panel). Given that household preferences are separable both
in the consumption of the two goods and in work effort supplied to each sector, durable-
goods output (upper left panel) is completely unaffected by the shock. While the higher
consumption of nondurables raises the demand for durable goods, this effect is exactly
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11Under fixed-duration contracts, the welfare costs of cross-sectional dispersion cannot be summarized solely in

terms of the variances of wage and price inflation, but must be given explicitly in terms of the variances of relative

wages and prices.
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offset by a rise in the user cost associated with a jump in the relative price of durables
(lower right panel).

To clarify how adjustment in the relative price of durables insulates the durable goods
sector from the shock to nondurables, it is helpful to examine the log-linearized first-order
condition determining the stock demand for new durable goods (dtþ1):

dtþ1 ¼ ct �
1

sm

zt þ fEt½Ddtþ2 � ð1=bÞDdtþ1�,

zt ¼ qt þ
1� d
rþ d

� �
Et½rst � Dqtþ1�. ð25Þ

While the rise in nondurable consumption (ctÞ would augment the demand for durables if
the user cost (ztÞ remained constant, the user cost rises due to an increase in the asset price
(qtÞ, and through the expectation of a future capital loss on holding the durable (so that
Dqtþ1o0Þ. The sharp and immediate relative price adjustment is a hallmark feature of the
flexible price equilibrium.

By contrast, it is clear that monetary policy faces a tradeoff in our benchmark model:
even under the full commitment optimal rule, monetary policy is unable to keep output at
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Fig. 2. Policy rule comparison: productivity shock to nondurables.
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potential in each sector. As seen in Fig. 2, the shock to nondurables productivity has a
peak effect on the output gap in durables of about 1 percentage point, more than twice the
absolute magnitude of the peak effect on the output gap in nondurables (recalling that the
latter is the difference between the level of output in nondurables in the benchmark model,
the solid line, and the corresponding level in the flexible price equilibrium, the dotted line).
From a qualitative perspective, a similar tradeoff would emerge even if each sector
produced a non-durable good. However, two factors that are particular to durables play
an important role in accounting for the pronounced magnitude of the output gap response
in that sector. First, the demand for durables is for a stock, so that any changes in the stock
demand translate into much larger fluctuations in the flow demand for newly produced
goods. Second, the presence of sectoral price rigidities mitigates the role that changes in the
relative price of durables play in insulating the durables sector from shocks. Because the
relative price of durables adjusts only gradually, the change in the user cost due to
contemporaneous adjustment of the relative price tends to be offset by the movement in
the capital gain component (i.e., qt40, and Dqtþ140 for the shock considered here). This
makes the behavior of durables particularly sensitive to the real interest rate, so that even a
modest departure of the real interest rate from the path that would be required to keep
durables output at potential could induce a sizeable output gap.
Thus, the productivity shock to nondurables provides a clear illustration of the challenge

facing monetary policy in an environment with durable goods and nominal stickiness at
the sectoral level. In particular, keeping output at potential in the nondurable sector would
require a policy that adjusted the real interest rate (on nondurables) in the manner shown
in the case of the flexible price equilibrium, i.e., a sharp and persistent fall in the real
interest rate. The latter is also the path of the real interest rate that would obtain in a one-
sector model with only non-durable goods under a policy of strict output gap targeting. By
contrast, keeping output near potential in durables would require a sharp rise in the real
interest rate; otherwise, the expectation of a positive capital gain on durables and the
positive wealth effect from the productivity shock would boost output in that sector well
above potential. The optimal policy may be regarded as somewhat of a compromise
between the two extremes. Real interest rates rise initially, precluding output in the non-
durable sector from rising as much as it would in the flexible price equilibrium, though not
enough to forestall a substantial positive output gap in the durables sector.
A similar policy stabilization tradeoff appears in the case of the government spending

shock that is shown in Fig. 3. Given that the spending rise temporarily depresses
consumption of the nondurable good, keeping output at potential in the nondurable sector
would require a rise in the real interest rate (as in the case of the flexible price equilibrium
shown in the figure). But a sharp reduction in the real interest rate would be required to
keep durables output near potential; otherwise, the expectation of a negative capital gain in
durables (since the relative price adjusts downward slowly) and negative wealth effect
would markedly reduce the demand for durables. Again, the optimal policy represents a
compromise, with the real interest rate rising by much less than would occur under the
flexible price equilibrium (and even falling initially).
Thus, durables present the monetary policymaker with a fairly complicated stabilization

problem. The inclusion of durables markedly changes the behavior of the real interest rate
relative to the flexible price equilibrium. However, even though a significant weight is
placed on the durables sector in setting the optimal interest rate policy, there is sizeable
variation in the output gap in durables in response to the real shocks considered.
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6.2. Welfare implications of alternative rules

Although the impulse responses in Figs. 2 and 3 focus on sectoral output gaps and do
not include the other key ingredients of the social welfare function, they are suggestive that
the behavior of the durables sector is relevant both for welfare and the characteristics of
the optimal policy to a degree that dwarfs its small share in output and employment. This
intuition is confirmed in Table 1. This table reports welfare losses under the optimal rule
(row 1) and various alternative policies (rows 2–6) using the quadratic approximation to
the social welfare function discussed above. The welfare loss reported in columns 1–3 can
be interpreted as the output loss per period under each policy relative to that of the flexible
price equilibrium, and is expressed as a percentage of steady-state output (multiplied by a
constant scale factor of 102).12 The welfare losses are computed for our benchmark
calibration of the model after substituting for the appropriate monetary policy rule, so that
welfare depends on the estimated variance–covariance matrix of the three real shocks.
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Fig. 3. Policy rule comparison: government spending shock.

12It is important to note that the welfare losses reported in the table are measured as a flow, and correspond to

the expected loss in each period under a given policy. Given our parameterization of b ¼ 0:993, expected

discounted losses are more than 100 times larger than what is reported in the table.
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Turning to the case of the optimal rule shown in the first row, it is evident that welfare
losses attributable to the durable goods sector exceed welfare losses in nondurables. The
higher welfare losses in durables, notwithstanding the much smaller size of that sector,
reflect that the standard deviation of the (true) output gap in durables is several times
larger than in nondurables, and that the durables sector experiences more volatility in
relative wages and prices.
We next consider the performance of two alternative rules that respond only to

aggregate variables, namely aggregate output gap targeting and a hybrid rule that targets a
weighted average of price and wage inflation.13 While aggregate output gap targeting keeps
aggregate output exactly at potential, the wage–price rule also succeeds in keeping
aggregate output close to potential in our model. Intuitively, the wage–price rule cuts
interest rates when both prices and wages are falling, which has the effect of boosting
output toward potential; but also guards against allowing output to expand much above
potential in the case of favorable supply shocks by reacting to wages (which rise) as well as
to prices (which fall). Each of these rules has been shown to perform well relative to the
optimal policy in the context of one sector models with nominal wage and price rigidities.
The table indicates that welfare losses under these alternative rules are on the order of

10–20% larger than under the optimal rule. The source of the larger welfare losses is that
the aggregate rules allow for too much volatility in the durable goods sector, leading to
considerably greater losses in the durables component than under the optimal rule: thus,
the welfare loss attributable to the durables component under the wage–price rule is almost
twice as large as under the optimal rule. Some implications of the fact that these aggregate
rules put too little weight on durables are apparent in Figs. 2 and 3, which include plots of
the responses under the aggregate wage–price targeting rule (the responses under aggregate
output gap targeting for each of these shocks are very similar). In the case of the
productivity shock to nondurables, interest rates are raised by less than would occur under
the optimal rule, so that the productivity shock generates too large a rise in durables
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Table 1

Welfare under alternative policiesa

Welfare loss Loss rel. to opt.

Durables Nondurables Total

Optimal rule 2.38 1.95 4.33 0

Output gap target 3.31 1.54 4.85 12.0

Wage–price target 4.15 1.12 5.27 21.7

Inflation target 12.1 8.5 20.6 377

Estimated rule 4.53 1.57 6.10 40.9

Taylor (true gap) 4.57 3.53 8.10 87.2

aThe welfare loss is expressed as a percent of steady-state output (multiplied by 102Þ.

13Each of these rules is implemented as a targeting rule, rather than as an instrument rule. In particular, the rule

is derived by maximizing a welfare function consistent with the objective in each case subject to the behavioral

constraints of the model. In the case of the wage–price targeting rule, we use an objective function with a weight of

unity on aggregate price inflation, and of 5.25 on aggregate wage inflation, consistent with the relative weight on

the price and wage dispersion terms in the social welfare function.
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output. With the government spending shock, interest rates are raised by more under
wage–price targeting than under the optimal rule, inducing a noticeably sharper
contraction in the durable goods sector.

Notwithstanding these shortcomings, the aggregate output gap targeting and the hybrid
wage–price targeting rules still perform remarkably well. While it would be desirable to
reduce volatility in durables relative to what occurs under these rules, they do not induce
enough sectoral volatility to imply pronounced gains in shifting to the optimal rule, at least
given the magnitude and characteristics of the estimated shocks. Importantly, these
suboptimal rules perform well enough that they generally preclude ‘‘free lunches’’ in
moving to the optimal rule, so that any gains from reducing losses in the durables
component of welfare would be at least partly offset by higher losses in the nondurables
component. Thus, the net benefits of a shifting to a rule that responds directly to sectoral
variables is fairly low. Of course, with a more volatile distribution of shocks, the difference
between the level of volatility in the durable and non-durable sectors would widen under
either of these aggregate rules, and there would be greater benefit to following a rule that
responded to sectoral variables.

By contrast, the combination of durable goods and sluggish nominal wage adjustment
renders strict (aggregate) price inflation targeting a very poor policy choice. As seen in row
4 of the table, the welfare loss under inflation targeting is over four times as large as under
the optimal rule, reflecting high losses in both the nondurables and durables components.
The high losses in nondurables arise through the same channels as in a one sector model
with nominal wage rigidity: in the latter case, Erceg et al. (2000) have shown that price
inflation targeting can induce high volatility in the aggregate output gap and sizeable wage
dispersion across households. In our two sector model, the large size of the nondurables
sector implies that stabilizing aggregate inflation is nearly tantamount to stabilizing the
nondurables inflation rate. But this generates pronounced output gap volatility in
nondurables, because changes in the nondurables output gap must play a dominant role in
offsetting the direct effects of shocks to unit labor costs. This is illustrated in Fig. 2, where
it is evident that the output gap in nondurables must expand a great deal to offset the
downward pressure on unit labor costs associated with the productivity improvement. The
large cut in real interest rates required to stabilize price inflation also has a highly
stimulative effect on the durable goods sector: with interest rates low and households
expecting a capital gain on durables, there is a large increase in the stock demand for
durables, and a boom in production. The high output gap volatility in durables and
associated wage dispersion account for the large losses attributable to durables.

Finally, Table 1 also presents welfare losses under the estimated historical monetary
policy rule, and under the Taylor Rule. The estimated rule exhibits some deterioration in
performance relative to aggregate output gap targeting and the hybrid wage–price rule, in
part because it is less successful in minimizing welfare losses in durables. There is a
considerably larger deterioration under Taylor’s rule, including in the nondurables
component of welfare, as the Taylor rule permits relatively persistent deviations of output
from potential.

7. Conclusions

Our analysis indicates that it may not be necessary for a well-designed monetary policy
rule to respond to sector-specific variables, even if social welfare depends explicitly upon
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them. In particular, while it seems clear that aggressive stabilization of final goods prices is
undesirable, our results suggest that a somewhat broader concept of inflation-targeting in
which the underlying basket is composed of an index of both final goods prices and
aggregate labor costs may perform well. With the appropriately chosen weights on
aggregate price and wage inflation, such a policy comes close to stabilizing aggregate
output at potential. Furthermore, given the estimated distribution of shocks, the level of
sectoral output dispersion is reasonably close to that implied by the optimal full-
commitment rule. Such a rule is clearly easier to implement and convey to market
participants than the full-commitment rule. Moreover, while it achieves a similar outcome
as a rule that directly targets the (true) aggregate output gap, it does not require direct
knowledge of the level of potential output.
Our finding that simple aggregate rules can perform well may seem surprising given that

certain features of our model framework—including the inability of resources to move
across sectors—would appear to favor a rule involving sector-specific variables. In future
research, it will be desirable to explore this further by allowing for intersectoral factor
mobility subject to adjustment costs, and also by incorporating other empirically realistic
dynamic complications (such as endogenous capital accumulation by firms). Finally, it will
be interesting to consider the implications of alternative shocks, including shocks that arise
in an open-economy setting.
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